DFE 2016 Design Challenges

*Note: the following slides present 8 sustainability challenge areas.The
problem statements are generally defined as a s tarting point. It is up to
your group to research and further refine your design statement.

Bio-Inspired Outdoor Product
Equipment and clothes intended for use outdoors
need to be appropriate for all elements. As such,
many include multiple components, are intended
for a single function (e.g., backpack to carry your
stuff, tent to sleep in equipped with tent poles
and fly, sleeping bag to keep you warm, rain
jacket, stove to boil water, etc.) and many
incorporate chemicals to impart water resistance.
Nature has well-established designs to serve
many of these functions. Use nature as
inspiration to ….
Design a biomimicry inspired outdoor product

Reducing Food Waste
There are staggering statistics regarding food waste in the
U.S., which occurs at all levels of the system (e.g., food
processing household, super market). Food is an
incredibly energy and water intensive, so with every item
of food that is thrown away, so too are the embedded
resources. In addition, each year over 800 million people
go hungry in the world. How can we make the food
system more efficient and reduce the amount of food
wasted?
Design a solution that will reduces food waste. (This
can be a product, process, or app to educate or preserve
food, for example).

Lawn/Yard Care
Lawn/Yard care equipment (e.g., lawn mowers, blowers, weed
whackers) require an energy source (electricity, gasoline),
contribute significantly to noise pollution, and you need a
different product for every job. Is there a way to maintain
green spaces without the use of noisy, energy demanding
products?
Design a solution to lawn maintenance that reduces energy
demand and noise pollution.

The Built Environment
Whether historical or modern, buildings (particularly in and
surrounding urban centers) consume much of the Earth’s
surface area. They provide shelter (e.g., homes or apartments)
and places of business (e.g., shopping malls, grocery stores,
office buildings) necessary for a prosperous society. Is there a
way to alleviate stress on the agriculture system through this
built environment?
Design a building component that can be used for food
production.

Sustainable Refuse System
Current refuse systems in the U.S. involve trucks driving around,
house-to-house, picking up trash and recycling, traveling to the
dump site when full, and then back out to continue their route.
Handling of yard waste (e.g., tree trimmings, leaves, grass
clippings, weeds) varies, and organic food waste enters the
regular trash unless the consumer develops an alternate
composting system. Look at existing system, what are the
inefficiencies? What do other cities and countries do?
Design a more sustainable refuse system.

Sustainable Ice-formation
Prevention
If you have ever flown during the winter, you have witnessed the
de-icing process of planes prior to take off. Critical to a safe
flight, yet a significant environmental burden given the type
and amount of required chemicals. The same is true for
sidewalks and roads. Is there a way to prevent ice formation
without the use of harmful chemicals?
Design a sustainable alternative to de-icing.

Anesthetics and GHGs
Many common anesthetics are potent green house gases (e.g.,
N2O, isoflurane, sevoflurane, and desflurane). These gases are
commonly captured using gas scavenging systems. What
happens to the devices at the end of your useful lifetime? Where
are they disposed/what is the current waste stream? How is
prevention of subsequent release ensured?
Design a solution that precludes anesthetic contribution to
GHG emissions.
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